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From Gene to Drug Discovery in Autism

Presentor:
Dr. Randy Blakely, Executive Director, FAU Brain Institute,
Professor of Biomedical Science, Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine, FAU
With a recognition of the increased prevalence of Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD), it has become even more pressing to identify therapies that can treat
ASD core symptoms. Research in my lab has pursued the study of mutations
identified in people with ASD, specifically with an eye toward understanding
key affected brain circuits and developing the identification of leads for
medication development. Our recent work has pointed to an enzyme that
regulates the signaling of serotonin in the brain as one potential target for ASD
therapeutics. In my lecture, I will describe the road we have traveled to reach a
medication lead that can, in mice, restore normal serotonin signaling and
social interactions in mice carrying one specific mutation. Our studies,
conducted in adult mice, support a model where functional and not
irreverable structural changes, drive ASD components, such that treatments of
adults, for whom we have little to offer, may be possible. Overall, our studies
lay the groundwork for a better understanding of brain mechanisms that
impact core traits of ASD and that present important opportunities for the
design of novel therapeutics.

Where Are We Now, Clinical Treatment in The
Office Setting

Presentor:
Dr. Judith Aronson-Ramos: Developmental Pediatrician, FAU CARD
Medical Director and FAU CARD Constituency Board Member
A brief history of autism and the and current trends and practice in
medication management

Register: https://autismapril2019.eventbrite.com
Light Lunch Provided
The FAU Center for Autism and Related Disabilities (CARD) provides expert consulting, training and support, at no
charge, for people with autism and related disabilities, their families and the professionals serving them. CARD’s
goal is to optimize the potential of the individuals we serve by helping them become valued members of their
communities, enabling them to learn, work, communicate and socialize. Visit us at: www.autism.fau.edu If an
accommodation(s) for a disability is required , please call 561-297-2055 or e-mail us at CARD@fau.edu, a minimum
of 5 working days in advance of the date of the event.

